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OBIAA 50 Years
Celebrating the 50th anniversary
of the legislation that created BIAs.

What is a BIA? A Business Improvement Area (BIA) is a “made-in-Ontario” innovation that began in 1970,
which allows local business people as well as commercial property owners and tenants to join together and,
with the support of their municipality, organize, finance, and carry out physical improvements and promote
economic development in their district.
A BIA is a body established through a municipality using the specific business improvement area provisions in
the Municipal Act, 2001, and is governed by a Board of Management. Business and property owners or others
can request that a BIA be designated by a municipal bylaw. BIAs are local boards of their municipalities and are
defined by the geographic area designated by a municipal bylaw.
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The LOGO is the perfect way to showcase the number of years being celebrated, what the organization OBIAA represents (its
member BIAs) and the variance between decades and the encompassing symbol.
#50 – the pop of the digital number displayed provides a quick determination that the anniversary being celebrated is 50.
BIA – stands for Business Improvement Area
1970-2020 YEARS – allows for opportunity to reflect on the decades that have passed symbolizing 50 years ( 1970, 1980, 1990,
2000, 2020) condensed to 1970 –(through) 2020.
Hands – represent an overarching, togetherness of all BIAs in Ontario. The arch of the hand on the top showcases BIAs under one
larger umbrella. The scooped hand at the bottom suggests that we are well-grounded and growing. The formation of a circle
personifies BIAs within a larger organization.
Colours – 50th celebrations are typically known as “Golden Anniversaries”. Traditionally, gold represents a timeless and treasured
metal. The light black is incorporated to make the decades stand out and the bold capitalized BIA makes it a main focus.
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Brand Shape, Colours & Extras

Logo colours are a distinct part of OBIAAs 50th Anniversary identity, as they make the brand
recognizable. These colours should be applied across all communications to ensure consistency.
No colours other than the ones specified may be used, these colours must be consistent as they
showcase the creativity and significance of the brand and numeric anniversary celebration.

#EDD58B
RGB: 237, 213, 139

#C59F40
RGB: 197, 159, 64

#292929
RGB: 41, 41, 41

The typefaces to be used in conjunction with the logo
are Gotham Rounded Book (“BIA” and the dates) and
Adobe Garamond Pro (“YEARS”). These typefaces have
been selected to compliment the sophistication of the
logo and appease the eye when reading.
The years 1970-2020 should be typed with a hyphen in
the middle and no spaces.

Slogan: 50 Years of Connecting People and Place
A slogan was created that can be used in conjunction with the logo or in other marketing. The slogan should never be
overlaying on the logo.
Hashtag: #50yearsforward

Marketing Uses
The logo can be used in several ways by a
BIA employee, representative, etc. Examples
of uses: e-mail signature, on letterhead, and
other publications.
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Other Marketing Uses
The logo can be used on posts, as well
as incorporated into platform banners
and headers. Use of OBIAA’s branding
available, see examples here.
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Social Media Headers

Here is an example of the Downtown
Bench Beamsville BIA’s own
compilation utilized on their social
media platforms and website. It is a
mixed use of online approved graphics
and photos from their own BIA.

Framework created in Canva.com.
Seven photos are approved for
online use and five photos the BIA
used from their own stock of BIA
photos.
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Social Media Header Sizes

Facebook Cover
Computer Size: 820 pixels wide by 312
pixel tall.
Smartphone Size: 640 pixels wide by 360
pixels tall.
Downtown Bench Beamsville
Twitter Header:
Size: 1500 pixels wide by 500 pixel tall.
Downtown Bench Beamsville
LinkedIN:
Size: 1584 pixels wide by 396 pixel tall.
Downtown Bench Beamsville

Website:
Your website designer will have to provide these
measurements. Click below to see example of a BIAs website.
Downtown Bench Beamsville
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Contact Info

Contact with any questions or to request a copy of the
OBIAA headers and banners for your BIA use:
Erin Douglas
OBIAA Admin Manager
905-271-7222 | 1-866-807-2227
admin@obiaa.com
www.obiaa.com
Stephanie Hicks
OBIAA Communications Committee Chair
905-563-2799 x330 | 289-241-4599
info@downtownbenchbeamsville.com
www.downtownbenchbeamsville.com
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